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”This machine rocks. We love it. Jobs that used to take an hour, we can now fix in ten minutes.”
Prints Plus, USA

ROLLSROLLER® pays for itself 
and ties in with your business concept
All companies that work with self-adhesive foil can benefit from 
using a ROLLSROLLER®. Almost 1,500 companies worldwide 
have already discovered this, and have made ROLLSROLLER® 
part of their business concept. The ROLLSROLLER® creates its 
own capital and pays for itself by doing the job in a third of a 
time required for manual application.

Here’s an example:
The ROLLSROLLER® 540 is our most popular model. If you 

spread the investment for this applicator over 60 months, the 
cost is 420 €* per month, or 21 € per working day. If an operator 
costs 20 € per hour, the ROLLSROLLER® pays for itself if it’s used 
just over one hour per working day. At www.rollsroller.se, you’ll 
find a calculator that works out exactly how much you save by 
investing in a ROLLSROLLER®.

More than time savings
But it’s not just time savings that make ROLLSROLLER® your 

most profitable working partner.

The ROLLSROLLER® is used for all types self-adhesive foil appli-
cations, including banners, signs, road signs and markers, glass 
application, colouring of large areas and application on substra-
tes up to six centimetres thick. Its uses are almost infinite.

Better results
The ROLLSROLLER® minimises waste and produces perfectly 

flat application without bubbles and creases – something that’s 
stated as a sales argument by sign manufacturers who use the 
ROLLSROLLER®.

Improved operator ergonomics
Manual application on really big signs involves a lot of 

climbing and knee-bending. The ROLLSROLLER® gives you an 
ergonomic working position that spares your back and knees. 

And if you choose a height-adjustable applicator, the benefits 
are even greater.

The ROLLSROLLER® is extremely user-friendly. Thanks to a detai-
led manual supplied on delivery, the operator can learn to use it 
in about an hour. The machine is fully assembled at the factory, 
and makes profits right from day one.

At www.rollsroller.se, you can read comments from some custo-
mers who have already invested in a ROLLSROLLER®.

*Based on Swedish leasing costs.

ROLLSROLLER® is compatible with all types of self-adhesive foil, including 
road signs.



” We’ve got over 20 ROLLSROLLER®s today. That says a lot about the results.”
Trond Aamodt, Euroskilt, Norway

Discover how easily and quickly 
you can improve your earnings
We show step-by-step how easily a single operator can apply designs to substrates with a ROLLSROLLER®. 
At www.rollsroller.se, you can find films demonstrating other types of applications.

1. Place the sign material at the centre of the table 2. Place the design on the substrate.

3. Pressurise the roller to fix the foil into place. 4. Fold half of the foil over the roller.

”Jobs that used to take a week can now be done in a day.”
Jonathan Cawthorn, Jon Signs, UK

5. Peel off the liner. 6. Trim the liner.

7. Fold the liner under the roller. 8. Apply half of the design using the roller. 

9.  Apply the other half using the pressurised roller. 10.  The result: a smooth sign without creases or bubbles.



” The ROLLSROLLER® has completely changed our way of working. ”
Craig Westland, Centurion Signs, UK

Choose the right ROLLSROLLER®

Basic Model    Length of working area Width of working area/roller width

280/145b 2 500 mm/98 in   1 400 mm/55 in

340/145b 3 100 mm/122 in   1 400 mm/55 in

400/145b 3 700 mm/146 in   1 400 mm/55 in

400/170b 3 700 mm/146 in   1 630 mm/64 in

Premium Model Length of working area Width of working area/roller width

400/150 3 600 mm/141 in   1 400 mm/55 in

400/170 3 600 mm/141 in   1 630 mm/64 in

540/170 5 000 mm/196 in   1 630 mm/64 in

540/220 5 000 mm/196 in   2 050 mm/80 in

605/170 5 650 mm/222 in   1 630 mm/64 in

1080/170 10 400 mm/409 in   1 630 mm/64 in 

To help everybody find the right ROLLSROLLER® for their needs, 
we’ve designed several standard models. The main difference 
between them is the size of the working area and the accessories 
included. The premium models are equipped with side pockets, 
media holders on the ends and lighting. The basic models do not 
have these accessories. However, you can buy the accessories for 
these models. The only function that can’t be added to the basic 
models is height adjustment. For a complete list of accessories, see  
www.rollsroller.se. If you have special requirements, we can custo-
mise a ROLLSROLLER® for you.

Consider the following factors when choosing your ROLLSROLLER®:
• What size signs do you mainly work with?
• What media widths do you work with?
• What width does your plotter or printer produce?
• How will your needs develop over time?
Answering these questions will help you choose the right 

ROLLSROLLER®. Start with the media width and sign width, then 
go on to the length.

Our best-selling model, the 540/170, suits most sign manufac-
turers’ needs.

For complete technical data, see www.rollsroller.se.

Adapt your ROLLSROLLER® 
to your needs

Adjustable working height
Now you can adjust the height of your ROLLSROLLER®. This 
allows the ergonomic working height to be optimised for each 
operator. The height is easily adjusted with a button at the edge 
of the table.

Media holder
The media holder is very useful for unrolling self-adhesive film, 
fabric, flexible substrate etc. 

Cleaning system
Our roller for cleaning the sign surface prior to application has a 
Teknek automatic cleaning station.

Quiet compressor
If you haven’t got a permanent compressed air connection, you 
can use a compressor instead. Our compressor is hard-wearing 
and very quiet at just 45 db.

Double glide beams
Add an extra glide beam to create two work stations. (Applies to 
the ROLLSROLLER® 540 and longer models.) Palma Pub in France 
did this and tripled its productivity. Read more below. 

More accessories 
For a complete list of accessories for the ROLLSROLLER®, see 
www.rollsroller.se

”Thanks to the ROLLSROLLER® 605, we’ve tripled our productivity compared to traditional application techniques.”
Bernard Palanque, Palma Pub SA, France
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ROLLSROLLER® is manufactured by Reklamidé AB, Frögatan 3, 653 43 Karlstad, Sweden. Phone: +46 54 770 70 00. Email: info@reklamide.se
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